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Council of Governors
Report from the Chief Executive, Jo Farrar
COVID pandemic update
At the time of writing, we are caring for 6 patients who have tested positive for COVID-19.
The daily and cumulative numbers of patients in Kington Hospital who tested positive since
last year are published online and are available here.
NHS England has reported the number of deaths in hospitals for people who had tested
positive for COVID-19 since last year. This includes 475 deaths in Kington Hospital and you
can see the data here. We do not have this data broken down by ethnicity at the current
time. The latest Office for National Statistics data (up until March 2021) can be found here:
Updating ethnic contrasts in deaths involving the coronavirus (COVID-19), England - Office
for National Statistics (ons.gov.uk)
At the time of writing, our local data also shows that since June 2020, we have cared for
1392 patients who have tested positive for COVID. Of these, our data suggests that 147 of
these infections were probably acquired during an inpatient stay, and 120 were acquired
during an inpatient stay, with the rest being community acquired. We are currently analysing
this data and when we are in a position to share more detail we will.
Hospital data will be considered as part of the national independent public inquiry, which the
Prime Minister has announced in relation to the Government and public sector response to
the COVID-19 pandemic. We anticipate that this will take place next spring, and I have
asked Sam Armstrong, our Director of Corporate Affairs, to take the lead on our response.
Hospital trusts have been asked to keep a full and clear record of our part in events of the
pandemic and this includes any existing records of the decisions taken, the process by
which those decisions were reached, the reasons for those decisions and the evidence and
data used to support them.
Easing of national lockdown
Despite the national easing of COVID restrictions on 19 July, and until we receive further
guidance for the NHS, the full range of infection, prevention and control measures will
remain in place for healthcare workers and for visitors to healthcare settings. We continue to
talk to our staff and to support them with this, and we will be working with our local authority
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partners to help get this message out to local people coming into the hospital for
appointments.
We have been able to bring a very small number of volunteers back to continue the essential
and valuable work they undertake at the hospital virtually and in a limited number of roles.
This return has followed an in-depth risk assessment and training for volunteers who must
be double vaccinated and willing to participate in regular lateral flow testing.
We are keen to enable the return of governors to the hospital site, and are working through
the detail of how we could support this in terms of the risk assessments which will be
needed, training and other requirements such as being double vaccinated. We are not yet in
a position to move away from virtual meetings for other partners, as we await further national
guidance.
COVID rates in the community
COVID cases remain evident in our communities and rising, and in June we were contacted
by Kingston’s Director of Public Health with a request to support a borough wide effort to
surge test people who live and work in Kingston. Staff stepped up to support this local effort
with over half taking a one-off PCR test, during a two-week period.
Infection data is available online for local boroughs and recently published data for 2-8 July
shows the following prevalence of COVID per 100K of the population to be:
Kington: 168.36
Richmond: 194.43
Wandsworth: 274.70
(We do not have the data for East Elmbridge)
Vaccination
Across South West London we continue to promote mass vaccination sites, targeting groups
within communities where vaccination rates are lower. In the past fortnight, with the support
of colleagues in primary care, we have been running pop-up, walk in vaccination clinics.
Four clinics are planned for Kingston and four in Richmond, with the locations determined by
vaccination uptake data.
We have had excellent support from our colleagues in the two local authorities to run the
clinics and to promote them, with door-knockers in the local areas, talking to people,
answering their questions and encouraging them to have the vaccine.
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Vaccination uptake data for SW London (12/7/21)
Borough

st

1 Doses

Croydon
Kingston
Merton
Richmond
Sutton
Wandsworth
SWL total

223,291
114,118
137,269
137,247
134,188
219,996
996,109

nd

2

Doses
154,786
75,881
88,770
95,722
95,040
127,457
637,656

% vaccinated with
second dose
51%
54%
54%
61%
59%
47%
53%

Total est
population (16+)
301,038
141,584
163,090
156,399
162,446
270,174
1,194,731

Details about all of our clinics across SW London are regularly being added to the SW
London Health and Care Partnership website here.
Staff vaccinations
I am pleased to report that at the time of writing, 83.5% of Kingston Hospital staff have now
been vaccinated (86% of our substantive staff, 72.8% of our bank staff and 67.5% of our ISS
staff). Of our substantive, black and minority ethnic staff, 82.5% have been vaccinated. We
continue to promote vaccination clinics to staff on a regular basis, offering a point of contact
for anyone who has questions.

Lateral flow testing
Our staff continue to carry out COVID-19 lateral flow tests and are regularly reminded to test
themselves twice-weekly and to record their results online, allowing us to monitor infection
within the workforce and to fulfil the Trust’s statutory reporting duty to Public Health England.
We anticipate that lateral flow testing will be with us for some time, and continue to remind
staff to test and to report their results.
Recovery of services
The Trust’s elective recovery plan continues to move forward as planned, and we continue
to see an improved position for both diagnostics and referral to treatment times. Urgent
cases are being prioritised and treated in a timely way.
We are back to business as usual and we are making significant headway in clearing the
backlog. In doing this we are meeting the targets which have been set for us by NHSE/I.
Our day surgery unit is fully up and running. Our theatres are working at full capacity and we
continue to have the use of the New Victoria Hospital which is helping us to recover our
elective programme.
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A new surgery treatment centre opened in mid-June, on the Queen Mary’s Hospital,
Roehampton site. Although run by St George’s NHS Trust, Kingston Hospital has the use of
one of the theatres. We hope to be in a position to begin to use the additional theatre from
August for high volume, low complexity surgical work (mainly ophthalmology, some plastics,
pain and urology work). This will free up space to enable us to do more ENT work as
Kingston is the SWL hub for ENT, helping to support people across SWL who have been
waiting for their surgery. Working collaboratively with the other hospitals in SW London we
are offering and receiving mutual aid.
Significant pressures on emergency care
Hospitals across SW London continue to be under significant pressure with high levels of
attendance in our emergency department. We are seeing particularly high levels of
paediatric attendance, visits from people with mental health concerns and adults with
abdominal and chest problems.
We are not seeing many people coming into the department with COVID, and the additional
visits to the emergency department do not appear to be translating into an increase in
admissions at this stage – which is obviously very welcome.
Colleagues in primary care are also reporting high levels of pressure and so we have been
working as a system to explore the options to relieve pressure, such as increasing primary
care capacity and increasing child and adolescent mental health capacity.
Meanwhile in anticipation that these pressures will continue, and in preparation for the
predicted increase in attendance of children with respiratory viruses in the months ahead, we
are working across the system to make plans for winter.
Long COVID support for patients
Many patients recovering from COVID-19 are still coming to terms with the impact the virus
has had on both their physical and mental health. Some patients may still have some
physical symptoms, such as breathlessness, a cough or a lack of energy. Others may have
psychological symptoms, such as feeling anxious, depressed, having trouble sleeping or
struggling to remember or concentrate. This is known as long COVID, or may also be
referred to as post COVID.
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Long COVID services for people who are experience long-term effects of the virus, are being
brought together across South West London and an online directory of services has been
created to share self-help resources and links to local services that are available:
https://www.swlondon.nhs.uk/ourwork/long-covid-recovery/. This will be updated regularly,
as recovery services continue to develop.
While we await confirmation of the South West London funding available for these services,
we are sharing this website link with our primary care partners to support conversations that
may already be taking place with patients. We will also be sharing the directory of services
with other health and care partners, for the benefit of any service users who may have
questions about the long COVID support that is currently available. National long COVID
self-help resources will be promoted to the public, to support them in managing their own
recovery.
This South West London piece of work is an example of integration, bringing together NHS
providers, the voluntary sector and Healthwatch groups, to provide comprehensive support
to meet the needs of local people. Healthwatch are continuing to work closely with our South
West London colleagues to gain insight into experiences of long COVID, to further improve
the support and services that are available.

HPV research project with Kingston University
Last year, Kingston Hospital and Kingston University teamed up to launch
a PhD studentship, studying HPV and its effect on upper gastrointestinal
cancers, thanks to funding from Kingston Hospital Charity and the Laurie Todd Foundation.
The project investigates the role of Human Papillomavirus (HPV*) in the development of
upper gastrointestinal cancers (oesophageal and gastric), which are major health problems
worldwide. It is hoped that this research will provide insight into the causes and treatment of
these increasingly common cancers, via early screening and vaccination.
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Dr Helen Matthews, Research Director and Consultant Gastroenterologist, attended a
meeting to hear an update on the work being done and had this to say regarding the project:
“I would like to sincerely thank the endoscopy team for helping collect 51 samples of Upper
GI patients to date in the space of 10 months. This is amazing work and the fact that we
managed to keep this important work going during the COVID pandemic is especially
impressive. Osama (who has been appointed to the three year PhD studentship) particularly
wanted me to highlight how welcoming and friendly the endoscopy team were. I was very
proud to be representing endoscopy there and the preliminary results are very exciting.”
*(HPV is the name of a common group of viruses. They do not cause problems in most people, but
some can cause genital warts and cancer).

Allied health professionals
I am pleased to report that the Trust’s executive management committee
has recently approved a piece of work to develop a new strategy for our
allied health professionals (AHPs) which is all about harnessing the potential of this
important group of staff, giving them more of a platform and a voice, addressing inequity
across the different professional groups, and ensuring we deliver against the CQC ‘Well Led’
domain.
Led by our Deputy Director of Nursing, Nic Kane, and Caroline Hopper, Physiotherapy and
Occupational Therapy Manager, the strategy will be implemented in collaboration with the
wider integrated care system to make sure we are doing the best that we can. This is a really
valuable piece of work which will benefit all members of our AHP workforce, who make such
a difference here at Kingston and in the boroughs we serve. We hope to be able to share
this work with other local partners in due course.
Founder of Kingston Hospital’s neonatal charity awarded for services to parents and
young people
Pauline Woods MBE, a former employee of the Trust and founder of Kingston Hospital’s
neonatal charity, Born Too Soon, was recognised in The Queen’s Birthday Honours list for
her services to parents and young people. Pauline’s hard work and dedication over the years
has had a significant impact on the neonatal unit and she remains an Ambassador for Born
Too Soon as is still an active fundraiser.
Pauline thoroughly deserves this MBE in recognition for over 30 years of dedication to
families.
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Director of Communications and Engagement
Following a competitive recruitment process, Tara Ferguson-Jones (who has been Kington
Hospital’s Head of Communications since December 2019) has been appointed as Director
of Communications and Engagement working across both Kington Hospital and Hounslow
and Richmond Community Healthcare NHS Trust.
Tara is also communications lead for Kington and Richmond boroughs, within the SWL
communications and engagement team. I look forward to working with Tara in her new role
on our wider system agenda. Since her arrival at Kingston Hospital, Tara has provided
inspirational leadership to the communications team so that we are more connected than
ever with our organisation and with the communities we serve.

Developing outdoor spaces on site
Kingston Hospital Charity recently approved funding to enhance outdoor
spaces on the hospital site, including the provision of 30 more trees to
improve our environment and a new outdoor meeting space in the Wolverton garden, which
will include a decked area with seating. This new meeting space has been made possible
thanks to a generous gift from the London Full Gospel Church as a thank you to our staff for
the care provided to many of the congregation during the COVID-19 pandemic. The funding
provided will also ensure there is improved seating and amenity to the rear of radiology and
modular building B.
Surbiton High School students produce artwork for Garden of Reflection
Over the course of this year, members of Surbiton High School's Gifted and Talented Art
Club have been working on a collaborative artwork, which was installed in the Trust’s
Garden of Reflection on Friday 2 July. The ceramic tile mural bears the message ‘Thank You
NHS’ and has been handmade and hand painted by over 30 students aged 11 to 15.
Naming new buildings on the hospital site
We recently asked our staff to put forward their suggestions for names, for some of the new
buildings on site. We were overwhelmed with great name suggestions which made it
challenging for the judging panel to make their decisions.
The judging panel included two of our governors, and a staff governor and one of our
hospital volunteers. The new buildings will be called:
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Mental Health Unit (next to ED): Sunflower Unit



Modular A (behind maternity): Rainbow Unit



Modular B (by Vera Brown House): Regent Unit



New outpatients building (to be built on the car park opposite Outpatients): The
Willow Building

Development of the Royal Eye Unit
The Friends of Kingston Hospital have generously provided £100,000 towards the
development of a two-storey extension to Bernard Meade Wing to provide a medical retina
unit at ground floor level and a paediatric day care oncology suite on the first floor, which will
be stand-alone but linked to the rest of the paediatric service. This extension is the second
phase of a planned development of the Royal Eye Unit.
Works are now underway on expanding and enhancing the Royal Eye Unit’s acute referral
centre, which has been made possible thanks to a generous bequest left by the late Roy
Dominy in his will. Charitable funding is expected to provide £1.65m towards the cost of this
multi-phase project and approximately £1.25m has been committed to date, thanks to the
Friends of Kingston Hospital and local residents.

Integrated care system (ICS) design framework
In June, the ICS design framework was published, setting out the ask to
NHS leaders and organisations to operate with their partners in Integrated Care Systems
(ICSs) from April 2022. You can read the guidance here.
Integrated Care Systems (ICSs) will play a critical role in aligning action between partners to
achieve their shared purpose: to improve outcomes and tackle inequalities, to enhance
productivity and make best use of resources and to strengthen local communities.
Throughout the pandemic people consistently told NHS leaders that collaboration allowed
faster decisions and better outcomes. Co-operation created resilience and teamwork across
organisations, sectors and professions, and enabled us to manage the pressures facing the
NHS and our partners.
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As we re-focus on the ambitions set out in the NHS Long Term Plan, it is imperative we
maintain our commitment to collaborative action, along with the agility and pace in decisionmaking that has characterised our response to the pandemic.
Within Kington and Richmond, we are considering the design framework and what it means
for our collaborative working in preparation for new statutory arrangements from next year.
South West London outpatient transformation
The trust’s clinical lead for planned care, Sarb Sandhu, has been appointed to work on a SW
London programme as clinical lead for outpatient transformation. The work programme
seeks to increase the number of patients accessing faster non-admitted planned care
treatment within primary and secondary care, including through self-management.
Following initial due diligence and collection of stakeholder views through a structured
discovery phase, four workstreams are identified covering the commissioning of health
innovation, population health, digital enablement and workforce evolution. Each workstream
will be key to overall success, with digital enablement forming the crux of the challenge.
Sarb has also been asked to lead the clinical network at SW London for general surgery and
we will keep you updated on progress in these two regional work programmes and what they
mean of us at Kingston Hospital.
Health and care plans
In 2019, we published health and care plans for Kingston and Richmond boroughs, under
the three headings of start well, live well and age well.
These were developed by health and care partners and informed by insight gathered from
conversations with local people through a period of time. We also ran a public engagement
event to help us agree the priorities.
In light of the learning from the pandemic, we are now working across health and care to
refresh these plans which will guide us in the work we are doing at place, seeking the views
of the public too.
In addition to the work plans which will sit under start well, live well and age well, there are
some cross-cutting themes across the two boroughs, which we will work on together, and
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they are: promoting a healthy weight, mental health and wellbeing, and reducing health
inequalities.
We will also agree a set of metrics to ensure we are making progress against the work plans
which we will be in a position to share later in the summer.
Your Healthcare
Since 1 April, HRCH and Your Healthcare have been working in a partnership arrangement.
Services are commissioned by the SWL CCG, with HRCH the lead provider for community
services across the two boroughs.
To manage the relationship, HRCH and YH have formed a Committee in Common that will
enable the organisations to make joint decisions and manage the delivery of services across
organisational and geographical boundaries – where it makes sense to do so.
This will help us to ensure that the services we are providing are of a consistent quality
across the two boroughs. For example, we have introduced new joint committees for
infection prevention and control, quality governance and safeguarding. This means that we
will be able to agree things once across two organisations, rather than duplicating and doing
these things differently, which will save time and ensure consistency for service users in our
communities.
There are many more areas where we can come together, share resources, experience and
expertise, and we will continue to work on this, keeping the users of our services at the
forefront of decisions.

Piloting a new model of care
The NHS Long Term Plan describes our ambition to dissolve the historic boundaries
between health and care services. The developing primary care networks in Kington and in
Richmond will be key to achieving this aim and locally, we’re piloting a new anticipatory
model of care.
We are working with two primary care networks to proactively identify patients whose health
and social needs, whilst not currently in the highest need, are likely to be in the near future.
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For each primary care network, we are establishing a dedicated core team of health and
care professionals to support GPs to better manage people with escalating needs. This work
aims to improve patients’ outcomes, and value for the NHS, by identifying people with
escalating risks sooner so they can be supported in the community, keeping them out of the
emergency departments and hospital beds. We look forward to sharing further updates on
this.
Dr Naz Jivani will give a verbal update on this at the meeting.
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Our ICS places have now confirmed their transition teams including
confirmation of the NHS Transition Place based leader
NHS Community
Lead

Local Authority
Lead

NHS Mental Health
Lead

NHS Transition Place
based lead

Mathew
Kershaw

Mathew Kershaw

Annette
McPartland

James Lowell
(Chief Operating
Officer, SLAM)

Mathew Kershaw

Naz Jivani

Jo Farrar

Ed Montgomery

Sharon Houlden

Jennifer Allan

Naz Jivani

Sy Ganesaratnam

Suzanne
Marcello

Alison Edgington

Hannah Doody

Vanessa Ford/ (Jen
Goddard)

Vanessa Ford

Patrick Gibson

Jo Farrar

Jo Farrar

Liz Bruce & Susan
Anderson-Carr

Billy Boland

Jo Farrar

Dino Pardhanani

Daniel Elkeles

Daniel Elkeles

Imran Choudhury

Amy Scammell

Daniel Elkeles

Nicola jones

Andrew
Grimshaw

Alison Edgington

Liz Bruce & Susan
Anderson-Carr

Vanessa Ford/ (Jen
Goddard)

Nicola Jones

Place

NHS Primary
Care Lead

NHS Acute
Care Lead

Croydon

Agnelo
Fernandez/ Bill
Jasper

Kingston
Merton
Richmond
Sutton
Wandsworth

Minutes of the Meeting of the Council of Governors held on
Monday 10th May 2021 from 6.00pm, via MS Teams
Present
Appointing Organisation / Constituency
Sian Bates
Chairman
Councillor Piers Allen
Appointed Governor, London Borough of Richmond
Richard Allen
Elected Governor, Kingston
Olivia Amoy
Associate Member for Young People
Anne Blanche
Elected Governor, Kingston
Jennifer Bunn
Staff Governor, Management and Administrative Staff
Councillor George Crivelli
Appointed Governor, Wandsworth Borough Council
Michelle Deans
Elected Governor, Kingston
Alison Dicks
Staff Governor, AHP & Clinical Support
Isabelle Donnelly
Elected governor, Richmond
Dr Julia Gale
Appointed Governor, Kingston University
Bonnie Green
Elected Governor, Richmond
Dr Naz Jivani
Appointed Governor, SW London CCG
CJ Kim
Elected Governor, Elmbridge
Frances Kitson
Elected Governor, Kingston
Cathy Maker
Elected Governor, Richmond
Felicity Merz
Elected governor, Wandsworth
Ash Neil-Gallacher
Elected Governor, Kingston
Catherine Okonkwo
Elected Governor, Rest of Surrey and Greater London
Raju Pandya
Elected Governor, Kingston
Jack Saltman
Elected Governor, Elmbridge
Geoffrey Shorter
Elected Governor, Merton
Susan Smith
Elected Governor, Richmond
Diane Taboada
Staff Governor, Nursing and Midwifery
Councillor Margaret Thompson
Appointed Governor, Royal Borough of Kingston upon Thames
In Attendance
Dr Nav Chana
Non-Executive Director
Jo Farrar
Chief Executive
Dr Rita Harris
Non-Executive Director/Senior Independent Director
Dame Cathy Warwick
Non-Executive Director
Damien Régent
Non-Executive Director
Sam Armstrong
Director of Corporate Governance
Sally Brittan
Director of Nursing and Quality
Apologies
Councillor Rowena Bass
Appointed Governor, Royal Borough of Kingston upon Thames
Pravin Menezes
Staff Governor, Medical & Dental Practitioners
James Giles
Elected Governor, Kingston
Councillor Drew Heffernan
Appointed Governor, Sutton and Merton Borough Councils
Jonathan Guppy
Non-Executive Director
Sylvia Hamilton
Non-Executive Director
Iscelyn Richards-Tait
Corporate Governance Manager (minutes)
Staff, Stakeholders or Public in Attendance
Tara Ferguson-Jones
Head of Communications
Dr Annette Pautz
Clinical Lead
Denise Madden
Associate Director of Strategic Planning & Transformation
1.
1.1.

Apologies and Welcome

OA

AB
JB
GC
MD
AD
ID
JG
BG
NJ
CJK
FK
CM
FM
ANG
CO
RP
JS
GS
SS
DT
MT
NC
JF
RH
CW
DR
SA
SBr
RB
PM
JGi
DH
JGu
SH
IRT
TFJ
AP

DM
Action

Apologies were noted as above.
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2.

Declarations of Interest in Matters on the Agenda

2.1.

RA declared an interest as a trustee and board member of Healthwatch Kingston
from May 2021.
STRATEGY

3.

Chief Executive’s Report

3.1.

JF presented the highlights of his report and gave a presentation on Place
developments.

3.2.

At the time of the meeting, the Trust was treating 8 Covid-19 positive patients.
Despite the continued decrease of Covid-19 positive inpatients, the Trust remained
vigilant on infection prevention and control measures.

3.3.

Although guidelines and restrictions nationally were relaxing in terms of numbers of
people allowed to meet, the Trust was awaiting the NHS specific guidance before it
could implement any updated Covid-19 prevention related protocols.
In line with guidance from NHSE, patients on most adult inpatient wards could now
receive one named family member, friend or carer for a daily visit.

3.4.

All outpatient services were now back up and running. The Trust also had an elective
programme in place and all theatres were now open. The Trust was currently running
at 80%-85% of normal capacity to allow staff a chance to recover while normal levels
of patient activity returned.
JF was hopeful that the Trust would be operating at 100% capacity by quarter 2 and
was working with South West London partners in efforts to accomplish the recovery
as soon as would be possible.

3.5.

The Trust continued to be in a strong position with regards to vaccinations: 81% of
staff had received the vaccine. Of this, 85% were substantive, 70% were bank staff
and 59% were ISS colleagues. More than 50% of adults in SWL had had a vaccine.

3.6.

The Trusts staff survey was noted as having the highest response rate in London.
The Trust continued to work on actions to reduce incidences of bullying and
harassment, as well as providing additional support to managers, which were key
themes from the survey.

3.7.

The campaign to recruit diversity champions continued to gain momentum. Currently,
over 25 employees had applied for positions as diversity champions. It was
anticipated that the successful applicants would undertake training in May, with the
scheme being launched in June. Volunteers would soon be able to attend the
hospital, however this was to be carefully introduced over the coming months.

3.8.

JF noted the appointment of Dr William Oldfield as the Trust’s new substantive
medical director. He thanked AG for her contributions as the acting medical director
and expressed his gratitude to her for continuing in the role until Dr Oldfield joins the
Trust

3.9.

JF presented an update on South West London (SWL) Integrated Care Systems
(ICS) and Place developments.
He referenced the goals of the recent white paper Integration and innovation:
working together to improve health and social care for all. Governors were reminded
that the Trust was a member of SWL ICS.

3.10.

He informed the Governors that he would take the transitional lead role for integrated
working across Richmond Place, and Dr Naz Jivani would lead the integrated
approach for Kingston Place. Each Place had representation from primary care,
community care, acute services, and local authority leads for public and mental
health. There was also work underway to engage with the voluntary sector.

3.11.

JF was optimistic about the continued collaborative efforts of the ICS particularly in
light of how well the sector had worked together during the pandemic and
subsequent responses, including the vaccination programme. He was confident that
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the Trust and local Place was building from a strong position.
3.12.

Although Place was the primary unit, it was hoped that Richard and Kingston would
work collaboratively. Work was being undertaken with East Elmbridge at primary
level with shared pathways. The Trust was supporting the development of primary
care networks.
There would also be a comprehensive communications plan around the develop of
Place.

3.13.

AP presented slides on ‘post-Covid’.
She noted that emerging evidence was showing a growing number of Covid-19
patients cannot shake off the effects of the virus months after falling ill. The following
definitions of the stages were presented:
-

0-4 weeks: Acute Covid
4-12 weeks: Ongoing symptomatic Covid
12+ weeks: Post-Covid-19 Syndrome or ‘long covid’.

Post-covid in particular had had a significant effect on people. Early figures indicated
that 13%-14% of those who had Covid-19 would then suffer from post-covidsyndrome; although in the non-hospitalised population it was expected to be lower at
2%-4% of those with Covid-19. Work had been undertaken to bring services together
across South West London (SWL) at borough level to treat those with post-covid.
There was a post-covid steering group working across Kingston, Richmond and East
Elmbridge and it was being regularly discussed at SWL Board level. There was also
a post-covid local steering group that met weekly; this has been in place for circa two
months.
The Trust was conducting active follow up of Covid-19 patients after discharge, and
working through the list of patients it had.
A local directory of services had been established, and these included public health
and adult care Richmond, iCope Kingston, Community MDT for both Kingston and
Richmond, and Specialist MDT at St George’s.
AP pointed out that East Elmbridge had partnered on the steering group since its
inception, and that they were modelling their offerings to patients and the public on
those established at Kingston and Richmond.
4.
4.1.

Q&A
RP asked when the Trust would be resuming Governor desks and walkabouts.
JF advised that the Trust needed to await NHS advice. The Governors would receive
updates in due course, however the Trust would need to proceed with caution.
RP asked for figures on those who had had Covid-19 and those that had died, by
diversity background.
JF advised that this information would be made available, however likely only
JF
at borough level.

4.2.

SS asked about inequalities related to Covid-19 and post-covid. AP acknowledged
that Covid-19 had highlighted inequalities, however there needed to be better
analysis before anything could be stated for certain and published. In response to a
question from SS regarding recent work by Richard Lewis, JF advised the Governors
that the work demonstrated how well the local partners across Richmond, Kingston
and East Elmbridge had worked with the Trust in recent years. It identified areas of
common ground, such as children and young people’s mental health, and obesity. It
also highlighted some areas of overlap and how the opportunity to collaborate
stronger was now upon the organisations.

4.3.

GC asked about possible hesitancy of taking up the vaccine for different groups.
JF responded that this had not been as evident in Kingston compared to other
places. He added that the Trust had established a buddy system and used role
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models to encourage those who were reluctant to participate, however more work
was needed with ISS colleagues.
SB provided an update from the Equality and Diversity Committee. National vaccine
reluctance from NHS Black and Minority Ethnic (BAME) staff has not been reflected
to the same extent at Kingston: 80% of Kingston BAME staff had been vaccinated.
SB was very proud that the Trust was regarded as exemplary and had been asked to
help other NHS Trusts in this endeavour.
Positive uptake was not yet reflected amongst ISS colleagues, however the Trust
communications department was reviewing alternative engagement methods in order
to increase uptake.
4.4.

In response to a question from BG on resuming full services, JF responded that the
recovery scheme should attract extra funding, however this had to be balanced
across SWL. In response to a request for assurance from BG, AP informed the
Governors that updated details of the post-covid services and key relationships had
been shared with practices, and social prescribers.

4.5.

RA suggested that the approach to implementing the processes for treating postcovid services be streamlined as much as possible.

4.6.

FM sought reassurance that the services offered in Kingston, Richmond and East
Elmbridge would also be available in Wandsworth.
JF informed the Governors that Dr Nicola Jones was the Place based lead and he
and Dr Naz Jivani met with Dr Jones and Sarah Blow regularly. In addition to this,
work was undertaken to strengthen community working groups with input from local
authorities.
List of NHS stakeholder leads and updated post-covid services to be reported.

4.7.

JS asked about the scale of the waiting list for elective surgery. In response JF
informed the Governors that the Trust was focused on recovery over the next 12
months, however full analysis regarding the extent of outstanding elective surgeries
was still being worked through with SWL colleagues.
An update would be brought to the Council of Governors in due course.
SB added she was proud of the Trust’s performance within emergency and cancer
services. JF assured the Governors that the Trust triangulated all patients on the
waiting list to ensure they were safely allocated.

4.8.

PA requested that any hospital acquired infection data be shared when possible, and
it was agreed this would be done in due course. JB queried whether ISS colleagues
had sufficient access to emails regarding vaccinations. In response TFJ informed the
Governors the Trust was working on this issue and ways to have targeted
communications to ISS staff.
The Chair thanked AP and JF for their presentations.
The Council of Governors noted the CEO report.

5.
5.1.

JF

Chairman’s Report
SB provided a verbal report.
She welcomed SA, the new Director of Corporate Affairs and Trust Secretary. She
noted the big challenge taking over from Susan Simpson, however she also noted
his good progress since joining the Trust in March, and the support he was providing
to the Governors.

5.2.

SB informed the Governors of Christine Elmer’s departure from the Council of
Governors, as she was not standing again for Elmbridge Borough Council. She was
thanked for her service as a Governor and for all of her support to the local
community and Trust.

5.3.

SB praised and thanked all staff in the face of an exceptionally busy period, which
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JF

had continued since the last Council of Governors meeting in January. She praised
and thanked the Executive team and partners and also expressed how proud she
was of the elective performance and maternity services, in particular.
5.4.

SB noted that the Emergency Department was currently subject to increasing
demand and pressure; the Trust was doing all it could to maintain performance.

5.5.

She acknowledged that the Trust was moving to the next stage of collaboration and
transformation across SWL, which was starting to deliver results.

5.6.

SB reported that at the recent meeting of the Trust Equality and Diversity Committee
they were informed of some wonderful work being conducted to combat health
inequalities, including work to engage and recruit Trust volunteers from
disadvantaged backgrounds and students from the adult college.

5.7.

SB reflected on the Non-Executive Directors appraisals, which she was concluding.
She noted that the Non-Executive Directors had provided support and assurance in
the face of Covid-19 and she thanked them for their contributions.

5.8.

Lastly, SB thanked the Lead Governor for her support during these challenging
times. SB also thanked all Governors for their understanding, as well as ongoing
support. She thanked the new Governors for their enthusiasm in completing their
inductions, and assured them that the Trust would have Governors back on site
when it was possible.

6.

Lead Governor’s Report

6.1.

FK provided a verbal update.

6.2.

She noted that since the last meeting, she had met with new Governors at the NonExecutive Director sessions, which were very good presentations. She added that it
was pleasing to see how well the new Governors had gotten involved in the Trust,
particularly in these challenging times.

6.3.

FK thanked the Non-Executive Directors for the highly informative presentations
delivered during the induction sessions.

6.4.

FK informed the Governors that she had assisted the Chair and SID with the Chair
and Non-Executive Director appraisal processes.
She welcomed SA and IRT to the Trust on behalf of the Council of Governors.
FK informed the Governors she had been discussing with the Chair how the
Governors and volunteers could work closer together and this would be explored
further at the next meeting of the Council of Governors.
FK closed her update by requesting Governors contact her if they needed.

7.
7.1.

Minutes of Last Meeting held on 19th January 2021
The minutes of the previous meeting, held on 19th January 2021, were approved as a
correct record of the meeting.
PRESENTATION

8.
8.1.

Patient Feedback
SBr and CW delivered a presentation on patient feedback and experience.
She informed the Governors that during the pandemic the Trust focused on enabling
patients to have the best experience possible given the challenges of Covid-19.
The last Patient Experience annual report was presented to the Board in July 2019,
and due to the pandemic one was not completed in 2020. An annual report for
2020/21 would be presented to the Board in July 2021, and would be shared with the
Governors.
Patient Experience Annual Report 2021 to be circulated to Governors

8.2.

SBr

It was noted that in normal times, regular feedback was obtained from patients from
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various channels, including:
-

Friends and Family tests (FFT)
National Patient Experience Survey
Healthwatch local surveys
Patient Advice Liaison service and complaints
And various agencies e.g. Maternity voices.

The Trust generally receives less formal complaints than statistically expected. Less
than 0.5% of patients raise any concerns about their outpatient experience.
8.3.

FFT ceased due to the pandemic, however the Trust was able to complete a small
number of tests, which provided some intelligence. During this time, the Trust was
still able to obtain feedback through alternative instruments such as a bereavement
survey in the first wave, and the newly established family liaison service.

8.4.

SBr noted that virtual appointments by phone and video had been conducted for
most outpatient appointments. The Trust received positive feedback for virtual
appointments.
In response to concerns that were raised about the use of telephone consultations in
place of face-to-face appointments, Governors were reminded of the value of such
an appointment during a time where the capacity for face-to-face consultations was
limited. JS provided anecdotal data that people he had spoken to preferred face-toface consultations. SBr pointed out that although general feedback on virtual
consultations was good, it was acknowledged that it was not right for every situation.
It was recognised that further improvements to the platform were needed, as was a
balanced approach, however making better use of technology was a clear direction
of travel in the NHS. Governors were assured that virtual consultations only took
place where clinically appropriate.

8.5.

CW informed Governors of the roles of the Patient Experience Committee (PEC),
which monitored the overarching strategy to ensure the patient comes first. PEC did
not review single complaints, rather it focused on themes and lessons that could then
drive improvements throughout the Trust. BG added that she and MD attended PEC
as the Chair and a member of the Council of Governors Quality Scrutiny Committee,
respectively, which was useful. PEC also received feedback from the Governor desk
sessions when they occurred.

8.6.

AB raised the issue of cares and that they needed to be considered in the patient
experience, and that good communications was needed to engage and inform them
on issues and developments.
In response to a query about the steps that the Trust had taken to engage with
younger patients for their feedback, SBr informed Governors that FFT allowed for a
variety of people to feedback. Parents of younger children were asked to provide
feedback; older children and young people were asked to describe what had gone
well for them and what had gone badly. The feedback form had been modified to
make it more user friendly for young adults/older children. This was also undertaken
for those with learning disabilities. There was also a Young Persons and Children’s
Board.
GOVERNANCE

9.

Governor Skills Audit

9.1.

The paper was taken as read and noted.

10.

Membership Recruitment & Engagement Committee Report

10.1.

The Membership Recruitment & Engagement Committee report was noted.

10.2.

JS highlighted that there was a new and enthusiastic team and there were some
good developments occurring. Podcasts for members and the public, and the setting
of membership targets were two recent good ideas discussed at the Committee. JS
thanked BG for her work on the E-Buzz Editorial Group and welcomed ID and RA for
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volunteering to join it.
BG added that she had presented to the Twickenham Rotary Club and would make
available her presentation to others on request.
11.

Quality Scrutiny Committee Report

11.1.

The Quality Scrutiny Committee report was noted.

11.2.

At the January meeting, only NEDs and Governors attended to allow Executive
colleagues time to focus on the response to the Covid-19 pandemic. The Terms of
Reference for the Quality Scrutiny Committee had been updated to reflect a more
equal focus on public and patient involvement, and equality.

11.3.

The term of office for BG was due to come to an end this year, however due to
Covid-19 the decision had been taken to extend her term by a further year. This was
approved by the Council of Governors.

11.4.

It was noted that the formal response to Trust Quality Account had been drafted by
the Quality Assurance Committee on behalf of Council of Governors, which would be
published later in the year. The Quality priorities remained from the previous year
due to the Covic-19 pandemic.

12.

Strategy Committee Report

12.1.

JG provided a verbal report.

12.2.

It was noted that the Committee had received a presentation on strategy.
The Committee was also in the process of finding a permanent Chair.

13.

Council of Governors Forward Plan

13.1.
14.

The forward plan was noted.
Any Other Business
There was no other business.

15.

Questions from members of the public
There were no questions from members of the public.
The meeting was closed at 7.45pm.
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KINGSTON HOSPITAL NHS FOUNDATION TRUST - COUNCIL OF GOVERNORS
ACTION LOG: 15 July 2021
Minute
ref.
4.1

Paper/Agenda Item
CEO Report

Meeting
Date
10.05.21

4.6

CEO Report

10.05.21

4.6

CEO Report

4.7
8.6

Accountable
Person
Jo Farrar

Date Due

Progress / Comments

15.07.21

Updated post-Covid services to be reported

Jo Farrar

15.07.21

Local figures are not available. A
link to ONS website for information
is included in the CEO report.
Link to post-Covid services in CEO
Report

10.05.21

List of stakeholder leads to be shared.

Jo Farrar

15.07.21

Table for stakeholder leads in CEO
report

CEO Report

10.05.21

Update on scale of waiting list for elective surgery
to be reported

Jo Farrar

15.07.21

Update on elective recovery in CEO
report.

Patient Feedback

10.05.21

Circulate copy of Patient Experience Annual
Report 2021

Sally Brittan

31.07.21

Circulate to Governors

Key
Completed
On Track
Some slippage
Serious issue

Action
Information on diversity of groups with post-covid
and death rates to be published

RAG

Introduction to Volunteering
Governor prospects in volunteering

Some basics: Age distribution
Age of KH Volunteers & Applicants June 2021
81-99
3%

16-25
25%

66-80
24%

26-45
18%

46-65
30%

How many volunteers?
Volunteer Pipeline June 2021
Series1

Applicant Approx

In process

Accepted

50

106

287

Recruitment Cycle
Buddy

Application

Peer Support

Assessment

Training &
Induction

Recruitment
Checks

Placement

Assignment

What do they do?
Vol. Distribution By Role, June 2021
Series1

69

65

42

41
36
25

23
13

20

18

15

13
8

5

6

3

Good = Time Well Spent

Awards 2021
• Citizenship Award – An active citizen in their local community,
representing others who can’t represent themselves and improving lives
across their community.
• Digital Engagement Award – An active volunteer who has embraced
digital technology to continue their volunteering at Kingston Hospital or a
community partner, e.g. local charity.
• Inspiring Award – Someone who’s volunteering or acts of citizenship is an
inspiration to others
• Caring Award – embodies acts of kindness in all that they do, showing
care and concern for others’ wellbeing
• Going the extra mile Award – someone who went the extra mile to
support their local hospital during the Covid-Pandemic
• Small is beautiful Award – someone who has made an act of kindness,
however small, that has brought some sunshine to someone’s life

How to request volunteers

Why might Governors Volunteer?
• Volunteer newsletters, training & events
• Immersive hospital based experience
• Inclusive hospital based experiences
Examples of our training:
• Peer Support Training – coaching & mentorship
• Dining Companions’ Training – skills and patient nutrition
• Discharge Support Volunteers’ Training – social prescribing and
behavioural change
• Gentle Movement Volunteers’ Training – exercise for rehabilitation
• Advance Care Plan Volunteers’ Training – difficult conversations and
planning for a “good death”

A discussion for today:
• What’s the appetite for Governors also volunteering through our
established programme?
• Are there any aspects of volunteer training that Governors could
benefit from?

• Immersive or bespoke volunteer experiences?
• Development of further Volunteer & Governor links:
– Benefits
– Operationally what does this look like
– Resourcing and support

Report on Upcoming Council of Governor Elections
Council of Governors

Item: 10

th

15 July 2021

Enclosure: Enc C

Purpose of the Report:
To provide the Council of Governors with a summary of the process for the next round of
Governors Elections.
For: Information

Assurance

Sponsor (Executive Lead):
Author:
Author Contact Details:

Discussion and input

Decision/approval

Sam Armstrong, Director of Corporate Affairs
and Trust Secretary
Sam Armstrong, Director of Corporate Affairs
and Trust Secretary
samuel.armstrong@nhs.net

Recommendations:
To note the report.
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Governors will be aware that our Public and Staff Governors are elected by the membership
and they are responsible for representing the interests of Foundation Trust members,
service users, carers and staff.
Our Governors are very important to our Trust and they play a fundamental role in improving
services, advising the Trust about the needs of service users and the community, holding
our non-executive directors to account and informing our strategies.
On the 20th November 2021 the following Governor constituencies and classes will become
vacant, thus necessitating a completed election process to have new terms commence as
the existing terms expire.

2021 Constituencies and Vacancies
Member
type

Public

Staff

Constituency

Members

Email

Postal

Vacancies

Kingston

3,145

1,495

1,650

4

Richmond

1,400

619

781

1

Elbridge

841

347

494

1

Sutton

142

59

83

1

Medical and Dental

728

710

18 *

1

6,256

3,230

3,026

Grand Totals

8

* Voting Access Letters
The following are current Governors whose terms expires:
- Jack Saltman (public: Elmbridge)
- Richard Allen (public: Kingston)*
- Frances Kitson (public: Kingston)*
- James Giles (public: Kingston)
- Raju Pandya (public: Kingston)
- Bonnie Green (public: Richmond)
- Pravin Mendis (staff: medical and dental)
- Public: Sutton; vacant after last election.
*Richard Allen and Frances Kitson are not eligible to stand again as they will have
completed three terms on the Council of Governors.
Civica Election Services has provided the Trust’s independent external support for elections
in the past, including the last round of elections, which were concluded in November 2020.
Civica offer a sound track record across the NHS as an independent returning officer, and a
robust quality management system: they are ISO9001 certified / ISO 27001 compliant.
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Detailed below is the longer, 55-day timetable, which concludes with a result of voting of
Friday 19 November.

ELECTION STAGE

Timetable

Trust to send nomination material and data to CES
Notice of Election / nomination open
Nominations deadline
Summary of valid nominated candidates published
Final date for candidate withdrawal
Electoral data to be provided by Trust
Notice of Poll published
Voting packs despatched
Close of election
Declaration of results

Friday, 20 Aug 2021
Monday, 6 Sep 2021 *
Monday, 4 Oct 2021
Tuesday, 5 Oct 2021
Thursday, 7 Oct 2021
Tuesday, 12 Oct 2021
Monday, 25 Oct 2021
Tuesday, 26 Oct 2021
Thursday, 18 Nov 2021
Friday, 19 Nov 2021

In past elections the Trust has undertaken the promotion of the election and call for
nominations. This includes such activities as promoting the elections in the E-Buzz
Newsletter, Governors promoting the election within the eligible constituencies via their
communication channels, Trust social media channels, election posters and promotions on
the Trust website and through member emails.
Once the nomination period is completed, Civica will produce voting packs and send to the
members where an election is being undertaken. At the close of polling, Civica will count the
votes and provide the Trust with the results on 19th November 2021.
The Council of Governors is asked to note the report.
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ELECTIONS OF LEAD GOVERNOR
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ELECTION OF LEAD GOVERNOR

Purpose of the report
The post of Lead Governor will become vacant on 20th November 2021 when Frances Kitson completes
her third term as a member of the Council of Governors.
Following is a timetable and process for the election of a Lead Governor.
Timetable and process
The post of Lead Governor may only be filled by Governors elected in the public constituencies (i.e. staff
or appointed governors cannot serve as Lead Governor).
The term of Lead Governor shall be effective for two years from election. A Governor may serve two
consecutive two-year terms as Lead Governor, following which a period of two years must elapse before
that Governor is eligible for re-election as Lead Governor again. Time served as Deputy Lead Governor
will not count towards a Governor’s subsequent terms of office in the position of Lead Governor.
Voting, as occurred last year, will be carried out by electronic ballot. Any Public Governor wishing to
stand for election will be asked to submit a short election statement supporting their candidacy, and these
will be shared with Governors as part of the election process.
As the current term of the incumbent Deputy Lead Governor will not expire until March 2022, the election
timetable below pertains only to the post of Lead Governor. Should the Deputy Lead Governor be elected
as Lead Governor, or the position become vacant for any other reason before March 2022, then a
consequent election for Deputy Lead Governor will take place then.
If there are more than two candidates for Lead Governor then a form of alternative voting or ranking of
candidates will be used. The Lead Governor will only be determined when one candidate has a majority
of votes. The redistribution of votes will also be used should the winning candidate no longer remain in
the Council of Governors due to not being re-elected in November Council of Governors election.
Timetable
Date

Action

16th July 2021

Nominations period opens with an email to all Governors.
Those Public Governors wishing to stand for Lead Governor should email
the Director of Corporate Affairs Samuel.armstrong@nhs.net
The email should include a supporting statement of no more than 250
words from the candidate; in which they state their suitability for the post.
If no statement is received then the candidate’s name will be included in
the ballot but it will be stated that they have not provided a supporting
statement.

6th August 2021

Nomination period closes at 5.00pm on Friday 6th August 2021. No
nominations will be received after that time and date.

9th August 2021

Voting opens for all Governors.
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3rd September 2021

Voting closes at 5.00pm (extended time as polling is over the Summer
holidaying period).

6th September 2021

Governors informed of election results.

12th October 2021

Result confirmed formally at Council of Governors meeting to take effect
from 20th November 2021.

Recommendation
The Council of Governors is asked to support the approach outlined.
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Effective
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Governors Quality Scrutiny Committee 24th June 2021
Although the meetings are usually attended by members of the executive team, the
Chair agreed that in these exceptional times, a different arrangement was possible.
Therefore the meeting was not attended by the Executive Team. However the
Director of Nursing was able to join for the first 30 minutes.
It is hoped that members of the executive team will be able to attend by the next
meeting. The committee has been assured that the Non-Executive Directors (NEDs)
are in close contact with the Executive Team and Dame Cathy Warwick, Dr Nav
Chana, Dr Rita Harris and Damien Regent continue to offer assurance to this
committee.
Key highlights of the April 2021 Integrated Performance and Quality Report (IPQR)
were reported.
The committee discussed how it could evidence that it is receiving assurance on the
committee’s two main aims:
1. Ensure that the Trust is delivering quality services to patients
2. That patients and the public are involved in the quality work of the Trust.
The Committee received reports from:
•

•

•
•
•
•

Quality Assurance Committee The members attention was drawn to the
continued programme of work in relation to outpatient transformation, the
elective recovery programme and the emergency care pathway.
The work being undertaken within maternity to provide evidence for
compliance with the Ockenden Report and the CNST incentive schemes was
also discussed. Along with highlighting the low perinatal mortality rate within
Kingston and the continued significant reduction.
QAC provided feedback regarding the Trusts excellent performance in relation
to the national and local clinical audits in relation to cancer standards.
Patient Experience Committee
Equality, Diversity and Inclusion Committee
Healthwatch Forum

Patient and Public Feedback:
The committee heard a presentation from the Patient Experience Manager on
current patient involvement and engagement in QI and how this addresses hearing
and utilising the patient voice in work to improve the hospital services. The patient
experience manager highlighted the team’s objectives and the key focus on three:
•
•

Promoting a visible culture of involvement
Supporting staff to make listening to patients and involving them in how we
work business as usual
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•

Forging equal partnerships between patients and staff

IPQR:
Performance indicators in the March IPQR show that overall quality is being
maintained despite the pressures. Areas that were discussed include:
•

Quality Assurance Committee – The members were updated by the Director
of Nursing on the latest COVID position and focus on the two outbreaks
experienced throughout the Trust and the subsequent reviews that had been
completed.

•

The pressure on A&E was noted as well as Kingston’s good performance in
relation to cancer, the backlog and waiting lists. In terms of effective
care/good practice the committee noted the audit report on the introduction of
Dilapan to induce labour which has in its pilot phase demonstrated improved
patient safety and experience whilst also reducing length of stay and resulting
in cost savings. In addition a positive reduction in falls was commended.

•

Caesarean section rates – The committee were updated with the findings
from the deep dive undertaken within maternity regarding the CS rates this
issue clarified that the increasing rate relates to elective rather than
emergency CSs. A slide presentation from lead obstetrician Susanna Pereira
demonstrated a commitment by the maternity team to understanding more
fully the reasons behind the rising elective rate. The CS rate is rising gradually
nationally and some of this is driven by maternal choice. It was noted that the
QSC will receive a full report at its September meeting.It was noted that it is
important to consider Kingston rates in the wider context of our low perinatal
mortality rates and our high homebirth rates.

Equality, Diversity and Inclusion Committee:
•

The committee were updated on:
o The joint working with HRCH

o The recruitment of the learning disability practitioner who will be
assisting clinicians
o That learning disability flags that will be available to be entered on CRS

o That there has been good recruitment of Diversity Champions
Patient Experience Committee (PEC):
•

The committee noted the report of the April meeting and heard a verbal
report of the June meeting.

•

The committee was informed of the positive FFT responses and a report of
how FFT results are being utilised by Alex and Astor Ward
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•

The committee discussed the ongoing PJ Paralysis and Falls steering groups
as well as a discussion regarding patient entertainment and alternative
providers for TV.

Healthwatch Forum:
•

The Kingston Healthwatch Enter and View report was circulated prior to the
meeting and had been discussed at PEC the morning of GQSC. The
hospital’s responses to the recommendations were noted.

•

Members’ Issues included:
o

concerns with noisy visitors and the need to address this when normal
visiting resumes

o The importance of addressing the issue of facilities for staff meals out
of hours.
Matters to bring to the attention of the Council of Governors
The committee gained the following assurance:
•

Engagement and involvement of patients in Quality Improvement

•

Feedback of the good work undertaken by the EDI committee

•

Covid Recovery and the vaccination programme for staff
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Well Led

of

Enclosure

Update to Council of Governors
Strategy Committee - May 2020 Update
The Strategy Committee took place on the 6th May 2021 virtually via MS Teams.
The agenda items were: Update on progress on delivery of the Patient First Strategy, Integrated Care
Systems (ICS) and Place Development, including an overview of the White Paper, 2021-22 Planning and
the process for selecting the Committee Chair.
Key Issues
Discussed

Patient First
Strategy –
progress on
delivery

Highlights
Alex Berry (AB), Director of Strategy and Transformation provided an overview of the
progress on delivery of the Patient First Strategy over the last 12 months. She set out
the seven key goals of the strategy and what had been achieved and what the plans
are over the next 6 to 12 months
1. Delivering outstanding care to our local community
The Trusts response to COVID was highlighted including the expansion of intensive
care capacity during both waves of the pandemic. Future plans include development
of the critical care strategy.
2. To be a fantastic place to work
The development and implementation of the Trusts Health and Wellbeing Strategy and
the SWL Recruitment Hub being operational. Future plans include further expansion
of agile working solutions.
3. Centre of excellence for elective care
The establishment of a referral assessment service and the hospital leading on the
SWL Clinical Networks for ENT and General Surgery services. Future plans include
development of diagnostic hubs.
4. Taking a more proactive role in addressing health inequalities
A multiagency data analytics group established across Kingston and Richmond to
support the a place based approach to population health.
5. Delivering more joined up care
The introduction of GP In-reach at the hospital and Consultant Outreach supporting
Primary Care Networks. Future plans will be to support the out of hospital model of
care.
6. Cancer Services
One of the leading performers nationally during the pandemic and currently
implementing a plan to restore public confidence and reduce health inequalities.
7. Maternity Services
Upgraded the maternity IT system with further plans to have electronic maternity
records across the complete maternity pathway.
The Committee asked if there were any lessons from COVID which would influence
the programme of work over the next 6 months. AB responded that a greater focus
was on some of the digital programmes, with the rollout of agile working and providing
the infrastructure to support it.
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The Committee asked how the success of the strategy would be measured. AB
advised there were a number of measures in place including the regular pulse surveys
that include questions about the strategy. Performance against the strategy would be
presented at the end of year Board report.
The Committee noted the progress made, and commented that it was very positive in
light of being delivered whilst responding to the pandemic.
ICS Place
Development
and an
overview of
the White
Paper

Denise Madden (DM) Associate Director Strategy and Transformation presented the
Committee with an overview of the White Paper published in February 2021 –
Integration and Innovation: working together to improve health and social care for all.
DM set out the key aims of the paper:
 Working together to integrate care, within the NHS and between the NHS and
Local Government
 Reducing bureaucracy through legislative changes
 Improving accountability and enhancing public confidence
DM set out the expectations around governance for the ICS, Places and Providers,
with the south west London (SWL) ICS made up of SWL team, borough based places
and provider collaboratives. ICSs are being proposed to serve four key purposes:
 Improving population health and healthcare
 Tackling unequal outcomes and access
 Enhancing productivity and value for money
 Helping the NHS to support broader social and economic development
DM provided an overview of the transition plans including details of the Transition
Teams and work programme that have been put in place for Kingston and Richmond.
It was highlighted that although East Elmbridge sits in the Surrey Downs ‘Place’, the
Trust is working closely with the East Elmbridge Primary Care Network.
The Committee discussed what the financial arrangements would be for integrating
health and social care services, which was acknowledged would be complex. The
Committee were advised that further guidance would be forthcoming.

Planning
2021-22

DM presented a summary of the NHSE/I Planning Guidance for 2021-22, including the
6 key priorities:
 Supporting the health and wellbeing of staff
 Delivering the COVID vaccination programme
 Restoring the delivery of elective and cancer care
 Addressing health inequalities
 Transforming community and urgent and emergency care
 Working collaboratively with system partners
The process and timeline for the planning cycle was outlined, with the Trust’s plans
going to the Board at the end of May for final approval prior to the national submission
deadline on 3rd June 2021.
The Committee discussed the elective care backlog and how the Trust was
performing. The Committee were advised that the huge amount of work had gone into
the Trust’s Elective Recovery Plan, and that it was exceeding its business as usual
rate in certain areas. Additional funding at the ICS level would be available to support
the elective recovery.
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Committee
Chair

DM advised that the position of Committee Chair was vacant, due to the previous
Chair no longer being a member of the Council of Governor’s.
The Committee discussed the process to select a new Chair. It was agreed that DM
would email an invitation to lodge an Expression of Interest in the role to the
Committee members. An electronic voting process would be carried out in advance of
the next meeting.

Next Meeting
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COUNCIL OF GOVERNORS FORWARD PLAN 2021/22
Dates
15th July 2021
6.00 pm

12th October
2021
6.00 pm

Nov 2021
(extraordinary
meeting)
January 2022

Standing Items

Executive/NED
Presentation



Minutes and Action
log
 Chairman’s report
 Lead Governor’s
Report (optional)
 Open Q&A
 Forward Plan
 Minutes and Action
log
 Chairman’s report
 Lead Governor’s
Report (optional)
 Open Q&A
 Forward Plan
N/A







Trust Performance, Risks
and Priorities


Report from the Chief
Executive

Governance






N/A

Minutes and Action
log
Chairman’s report
Lead Governor’s
Report (optional)
Open Q&A
Forward Plan

Report from the Chief
Executive



Plan for Governor
Elections in November
2021
Chair Recruitment
Update
Plan for Lead
Governor elections
Discuss Governor
representative of the
CoG for the charity
sector

Information Only
Reports from
committees/ working
groups

Reports from
committees/ working
groups

N/A

Vote to appoint new Chairin-Common

N/A





Reports from
committees/ working
groups



Report from the Chief
Executive
Draft Quality Priorities
2022/23
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Committee
membership
Register of Interests

Kingston Hospital NHS Foundation Trust
COUNCIL OF GOVERNORS FORWARD PLAN 2021/22
Dates
May 2022

Standing Items






Minutes and Action
log
Chairman’s report
Lead Governor’s
Report (optional)
Open Q&A
Forward Plan

Executive/NED
Presentation


Patient Feedback
and how it used

Trust Performance, Risks
and Priorities


Report from the Chief
Executive
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Governance


Governor training and
development plan
2021/22

Information Only
Reports from
committees/ working
groups

